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THE ‘TALIBAN’ – SINISTER
RUMBLINGS – TREACHERY IN
THE AIR – THE REAL TALIBAN
ARE GONE!
QUESTION
Please comment on the following article which has reached me. Are the
claims made regarding the Taliban true? Can the contents be true? I and
many others are confused. We do not know what to believe.
The Article
Assalaamualaikum. This article has made it way to me... Can the contents be
possibly true?
"They left perfectly operational equipment behind, and it was for a specific
purpose connected to the Doha Agreement signed back in 2020. Taliban 2.0
signed several deals with America in their time in Qatar. The biggest agreement
signed was that after America pulls out, Taliban will wipe out any Dawlah (IS)
and AQ members living in Afghanistan. Stanekzai emphatically stated, "We will
not let Daesh be a headache for Russia and America."
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That's the reason behind America leaving the equipment and weapons. It takes
the burden off their shoulders because now instead of them having to fight AQ
and IS and have their soldiers get killed, Taliban will do it on their behalf.

To understand exactly the magnitude of what is going on behind the scenes, you
have to know the history of not just the original Taliban of 1994, but the
Afghan-Soviet Jihaad from long before then, with the invasion of Kabul in 1979.
You also have to know each and every one of the key members.
Mullah `Umar (rahmatullah alayhi) didn't die of TB as the lie was spread; he
was assassinated by Mullah Akhtar Mansoor and Gul Agha, to bring an end to
the "original" Taliban and bring in a new version. None other than Mullah
Daadullaah (rahmatullah alayhi) himself stated that Mullah `Umar (rahmatullah
alayhi) was assassinated and he didn't die of TB or kidney failure.
The current de facto leader of Taliban is Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar. The
Americans have a nickname for him: "Mullah Bradley".
Keep that in mind, and then listen to this: back in the late '90s already, when the
original Taliban under Mullah `Umar (rahmatullah alayhi) were at the peak of
their power, the CIA issued a threat to them, saying, "If you raise up Mullah
Omar, we will raise up Mullah Bradley."
At the time, everyone thought it was just a play on words, because an M3
Bradley is a tank, so they thought CIA were simply saying we'll bring in tanks to
overrun Afghanistan. After so many years, Baradar becomes the de facto leader,
having spread a lie that Hibatullah Akhundzada and the others are "gravely sick
with Covid", and all of a sudden deals are being signed with America, Iran,
Russia, China, etc., and it dawned on some people: the CIA back then weren't
referring to a tank; they were referring to their mole within the Taliban: Mullah
Abdul Ghani Baradar, A.K.A. "Mullah Bradley".
Baradar was arrested in 2010 in Pakistan, and during his imprisonment deals
were signed between him and the ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence), and in 2018,
none other than Donald Trump himself personally ordered Pakistan to release
Baradar, and from there America flew him straight to Qatar, where further
discussions were had between Baradar and the CIA in Doha, before Baradar
flew from there to Afghanistan, as the "hero", to "take over", and "conveniently"
America ups and leaves behind mountains of weapons.
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There is a famous book called "88 Days to Kandahar", written by the Head of
CIA's counter-terrorism department: Robert Grenier. In it, he means that the
CIA have had contact with Baradar for more than 20 years. There is a _lot_
going on behind the scenes which most people are unaware of.
The CIA did indeed use their "Mullah Bradley" and his crew to get rid of
Mullah `Umar (rahmatullah alayhi) and the original Taliban leadership, to

replace it with a version led by a man who has been in the pocket of the CIA for
over 20 years, and now America will relax while the "Taliban of Mullah
Bradley" wages the "war on terror" in Afghanistan on their behalf.
Already, in case people don't know: in an effort to appease China, Taliban will
be rounding up nay Uyghurs living in Afghanistan and sending them back to
China. Not only that: in an attempt to appease China, Taliban killed six
members of the East Turkistan Islamic Movement (ETIM), a Jihaad group trying
to fight the vile, tyrannical Chinese regime. There are approximately 2,000
Uyghurs living in Afghanistan, and Taliban wants to round them up and hand
them over to Beijing, to curry favour.
We are living in the era mentioned by Rasoolullaah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
in the Hadeeth: "years of deception." Things aren't what they appear to be.
(End of article)
ANSWER
Since we lack knowledge of some details mentioned in the article, we shall
refrain to comment on such claims. Nevertheless, in general, what has been said
is correct.
The current group is not the original Taliban who were headed by Mullah Umar.
With each passing day, the haze of deception surrounding the present ‘Taliban’
is clearing. The conspiracy which ushered the present Taliban to the fore, and
their ‘blitzkrieg’ ‘victory’, will be better understood in coming days.
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We share much of what is mentioned in the article. We are disillusioned after
our initial euphoria created by the success of the ‘Taliban’. But it is increasingly
coming to light that these ‘Taliban’ are not The Taliban whose goal was the
establishment of the Law of Allah Ta’ala in Afghanistan.

